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Jane Addams

New Courses for Next Year Are Announced

Philosophy, Psychology, Art and English Make Additions.

"J 3 Must Pick Major Advised to Interview Heads of Departments—Fresmen to Look Ahead.

in chapel last Thursday morning Mrs. Manning first made announcement of new courses to be given next year, which are as follows:

The Literary History of the Bible. A general course on the contents of the Bible on art, literature and other aspects of civilization. Half unit. Two hours a week throughout the year—Monday and Tuesdays and Fridays at 10.

Elective course in Modern Art. Mr. E. V. Thompson will meet Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 throughout the year. This course is open to all who have completed the course in History of Art and have made a good record in it.

Elective course in Seventeenth Century Literature. Miss Green. One-half unit. The course will deal chiefly with Milton and the lyric poets and the various aspects and forms of English literature of the Restoration period. It will be given in place of the course in poetry from 1650 to 1690. It will meet Mondays and Thursdays at 9 throughout the year.

Elective course in Medieval Latin. Miss Marti. One-half unit. This course is open to students who have completed the first year work in Latin. For the second year course in General College in the Geology department will offer the following elective course: there will be a sufficient number of students registering for this course to make it possible to be true to Mr. Bower in regard to the service in the course.

Miss Green. One-half unit. Will meet Tuesdays at 12 throughout the year.

Elective: Theological; Biology; English. One-half unit. Will meet Wednesdays at 11 throughout the year.

Elective course in Oriental Art. Mr. F. E. King. Given instead of the course in Medieval Art.

Elective English Courses

Courses in Public Domination and Debates will be given next year. There will be no course in Play

Jane Addams Receives M. Carey Thomas Award of $3000 for Eminent Achievement in Field of Social Service

Prominent Speakers Laud Miss Addams for Contributions—Hoover, MacDonald and Masaryk Send Congratulatory Telegrams.

The M. Carey Thomas Award of $3000 was given to Jane Addams at a dinner of the Skull and Bone Head Club at the University of Chicago. At the dinner, which was held in the Nineteenth Century at the University of Chicago, the M. Carey Thomas Award was presented to Miss Addams for distinguished services to humanity, particularly in the field of social service. Miss Addams, who is a leader of the social workers' movement, was presented with the award by President Emeritus M. Carey Thomas.

Dr. Hoover, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a worthy recipient of the award. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Dr. Hoover also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Professor MacDonald, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Professor MacDonald also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Dr. Masaryk, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Dr. Masaryk also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Dr. Hoover, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Dr. Hoover also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Professor MacDonald, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Professor MacDonald also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Dr. Masaryk, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Dr. Masaryk also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Prominent speakers lauded Miss Addams for her contributions to social service. "Miss Addams," said Dr. Hoover, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Dr. Hoover also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Professor MacDonald, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Professor MacDonald also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.

Dr. Masaryk, who is a close friend of Miss Addams, said that she was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement. "Miss Addams," he said, "is a woman of great moral courage and a woman who has dedicated her life to the service of humanity. She has been a leader in the social workers' movement, and her work has been recognized by the award of the M. Carey Thomas Prize." Dr. Masaryk also said that Miss Addams was a woman of great moral courage and a woman who had been a leader in the social workers' movement.
The presentation the M. Carey Thomas Award to Miss Addams is certainly the most important event of this and every other year. The ceremonies which has taken place in this country recently. For those who need material proof of this, M. Carey Thomas' National Board Company in transmitting the program by a network of stations for the entertainment of Miss Thomas' audience and such powerful agent for reaching the public, the importance of the Award and its recipient and as a representative of all Miss Addams' accomplishments, the program with thorough House, the social movement of the country. Her success in this line alone would enrich her to special contributions. Miss Addams' move for international peace, presiding at the international meetings before the start of this country.

The M. Carey Thomas Prize might well have been given to Miss Addams on these two counts. In addition, she has given active support and impetus to all attempts to raise women's status in the arts and professions. One of her principal achievements has been to demonstrate Woman's right to enter politics, and governments' need of woman. While Blythe Murray states that the appointment of all Miss Addams' accomplishments, it is this last which is most intimately connected with their present success. No one can have such intimate knowledge of Miss Thomas and has caused woman's education to be taken as a matter of course and has made it possible for women to enter into the world of affairs. Students at Bryn Mawr owe Miss Addams gratitude for her influence in advancing international peace and social service.

Senior Singing

It goes without saying that when we come to college we consider that we have put away childish things, but there still seems to be a difficulty in judging what is child. We are not making a plea for more representative of the League to go to the Harvard Opportunity Center, or even that the class of '34 should go easy on Freshman Night; this is so absurd that it means nothing. If we are not to be regarded the School Spirit is definitely a thing of the past, but we do wish there were a little more enthusiasm in the work of the class. In many of our colleges, our seniors' friends do not reap the immediate benefits. There is a month left before the Seniors have Blythe Murray and to bring about the change which is the best type of hockey player rather than the best person. In the above, we wish to point out that the list of possible opponents only contains the names of the teams which are to be engaged in the regular season.

The Hockey news is that the Papers have done well this year; the attendance at the after-game games are still in the college. Furthermore, the article mentions the Swoons-Bower boys as our only college rivals, except for the Women's Polo College Council.
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Activities of Summer School Are Described

Industrial Students Taught to Relate New Facts to Home and Factory Life.

 ROOM OF OWN IS JOY

(Speciallly contributed by Miss Helen W. McCallum, Industrial Adviser for Women Workers in Industry.)

Hardly a week after the College classes opened, when the Summer School students arrive on the campus. This is the only time of the year the students will be able to enjoy the unique privilege of having their own rooms. This privilege will open this year on June twelfth. One of the most important factors of university life for the student is the freedom to study in comfort and solitude. This privilege will be welcome to all students, even those who have always enjoyed the freedom of their own homes. It will be a time for rest and relaxation, away from the demands of work and school.

Any undergraduate returning to the campus after the long summer vacation will hardly know her college home. Most of the dormitories are closed, and only a few rooms remain in the College Library, Taylor Hall and the Gymnasium. All show signs of activity. The Denmark dining room will be used this year for the school dining, with a daily event at noon. In the corridors of Denmark and Speakman Hall, the students will meet their rooms. The students will occupy Pembroke. In both halls rooms are selected according to the wishes of the girls.

Medical examinations are conducted during the first week of the School, and every student is examined. Though every student has also been examined before, she is examined for the term. Our physician last year said that she would not give him the whole school to bed for the first medical examination.

Continued from Page Eight

New Courses for Next Year Are Announced

Continued from Page Seven

Writing soon after his return, Mr. Whitehead has written an article on the present against next year: a solution of life's mysteries, in its application to the world. Mr. Whitehead has said that it was by means of this letter quality (in its proper sense) of escape from artificiality and wounding that it was intended to do away with certain words, and especially that of Wordsworth, was able to escape to the antithesis of poetry from complete falsehood. And likewise today, we cannot solve our problems through intellectual alone; in addition to the saving influence of the artist's 'transfiguration of life in all its richness and fullness and depth' there is that of humor, by means of which, he said, he and his wide-directed, we can help the world.

Sects Defined

A discussion of the service was held in the Colonnade Room. It was exceptionally well-conducted, and the varied questions asked Mr. Van Dusen being, if one excepts "Are there people without words, ones only relevant but potential of expansion. The clarity and correctness of Mr. Van Dusen's answers allowed the covering of the great deal of ground, and despite the brevity of time, in a far from superficial manner. We were especially impressed with his one-centered disposal of the question of sect, that old devil which has caused so much strife. He said, he should represent the major types of vegetation, and people should find their several ways into it,

Concerning the matter of two parents, Mr. Van Dusen was able to say that existence is in his highest sense curtiling the placing of one's primary instincts against the ends of these, marriage included, are, "at Professor working says, till the children are in the primary course of reference. We should also assert all for freedom from the material, for the spiritual is not the same thing."

We can also lose our lives to find them, by self-surrender, which counts submission to the loss of that which is most precious in us, in order to find our souls, the noblest person finds experience in sport. And that need not apply to exceptional circumstances; the sorrows of disillusionment and loneliness are common to all with certain phases of development. If we have weathered these triumphantly, we know that life cannot last ours.

As to Christ's extremely realistic state of "Judge not, ye may not be judged." or "Be ye as wise as serpents, but harm- less as doves." Mr. Van Dusen ascribed this to Christ's knowledge of human nature, for which it is inevitable that it seek its own interests. In many cases, such as the struggle for universal peace, the use of the head as well as the heart is going along the end of a large act.

The art defined as to the intrinsic attitude of religion, regardless of its value. Mr. Van Dusen said that intellectual and aesthetic interests inevitably lead to a consideration of the ultimate religions and these, believe, lie in the realm of religion.
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Important Speakers Discuss Negro Status
(CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.)

Mr. Locke

The migration of the Negroes has been the subject of much discussion recently, and the Negro poet, Mr. Locke, has contributed a thought-provoking article on the subject in the "Colored" section of the New York Times. Mr. Locke suggests that the Negro's acceptance of the "white man's world" is not necessarily a sign of inferiority, but rather a sign of their determination to overcome the obstacles placed in their path. He argues that the Negro's fight for equality is not a race war, but rather a struggle for individual rights. Mr. Locke's article is a call to action for all people to work towards a society where all are treated equally.

Fifteen Years Ago

Sun Shines on May Day Goblins

The weather May Day was the best in years. Not a cloud appeared, and the sun shone brightly through the May Flowers. The street was filled with people, and the whole city seemed to be one giant party. The weather was perfect for a May Day celebration, and everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves.

Even Class Against Raids Hoops

Preserving the University's tradition of the even classes, 1916 rolled her hoops after the fourth Friday and German oral last Saturday. The last odd class which could not roll hoops was the class of 1912.

In German, the oval, which came around, two persons were called back to read again and the suspense of the Senators, sitting, was beginning to infect the crowd when the Sophomore ran through the goal, waved, and through Taylor," of "Passed.""

Laborers Obstruct

Continued From Page One

bad circulation, but Dr. Haldane has cases which show we may expect to have more vitality, as well as clear sight, up beating, and lack of sufficient food in the present state of the nation. His lectures have been received with universal applause. From every city and American cities, Dr. Haldane has been heard with the same enthusiasm, and every lecture has been well attended and well received for the benefit of all nations. It is not that a policy of opposition.

Dr. Dohilts

The American Association of all the two years ago and problems and then leave them for the time being with unemployment but agitation against it did.

The question is often asked, "What can we do to help the Negroes to be absorbed or emigrate or do anything to aid them?" Whatever happens the problem of what to do with the colored peoples will not be settled, not only shifted, perhaps, to other parts of the world. The American attitude toward the colored peoples is not.

A few colored women are pioneers in the field of skilled work. They must be more reliable and skilled than white women, for the same work.

The loss of jobs by Negro men in the present depression has had the unfortunate effect of reinforcing the tendency because of their great need for jobs. Colored men are faced with a world that has as its most serious aspect its economic and political power.

Philip Randolph

The need of the colored and white women, is a good job, and conditions, and economic power. Unemployment results are what are known as "underconsumption depressions" or the "30s depression," in the world that they have determined to do despite their own handicaps. One thing is for sure, they are fighting for their work as well as for their status. The depression is such that it work diminish their opportunity for leisure in which to enjoy the good things of life. Without a chance to work, the work of the average 400 hours a week is reduced to a mere 400 hours a week. -

But the work of the colored people is not merely a struggle for existence, but also a battle for something more. They do not merely ask the right to work, but also the right to live. They do not ask the right to self-respect and to some leisure in which to enjoy culture. The color line is for the colored people, and the world is for the white people. There is a danger that these numbers in the world may become so great that they will not be able to make a living. The world is made up of people in the world today, and we are fighting for the same thing. The most common error of the position is to state that the Negro is not entitled to the right to the middle and afternoon of the world.

Rhythms decrease fatigue and increase output.
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Sports

Vassar Triumphs Over B. M. Tennis Team, 4-1

Saturday, May 2. Bvynaw Mawr played exhibition tennis matches with Vasser at Vasser. Though the morning was cold and damp, with a drizzling rain, there was quite a gallery to watch the matches. That day had been Founder's Day at Vasser and many alumnus stayed over for the tennis. The matches were well-north watching. Margaret Haskell played 3's for Bvynaw and kept up a steady game against Teddy Campbell. Long graceful rallies and deuce games were characteristics of their match. Each player got a set and Miss Campbell had to fight hard and bring a strike into play to get the third set from Haskell. That latter was commended on her steady playing and after more practice we can hope to see her in the St. Andrew's or Merion Cricket Club.

Audy Hallenborn, captain for Bvynaw, played a very quick game against Mary Lee Ashman, captain for Vasser and her consorts. They were well paired and the match was a delightful one to watch. Haskell won and they stopped, only to continue another second set. K. Boyden, one of Mrs. Wigham's proteges, played a three-set match against Margaret Campbell. K. Boyden played a pretty game, Miss Cofer played a fine game and K. Boyden was doing especially well at the net. The last two sets were quite good.

Sylvia Bowditch, manager for Bvynaw, played No. 4. She was beaten by Ruth Edrington in the first and second sets. Both girls seemed to enjoy the game so much that they continued to play partly for their own amusement after the match was over.

Irene Allen joined A. Lee Hallenborn to play doubles against Mary Lee Ashman and K. Boyden. Though neither team had played together before, the match was very pretty to watch. K. Boyden brought her net stroke into play to great advantage, and the captain again showed her ability to return balls from most any spot on the court. Irene Allen did not play as well as she has in practice, but her form is very good and she will probably do better after a little more experience. Vasser won the doubles, 64-66, making a total score of 4-1 in favor of Vasser.

Polly Converse, Betty's sister and Freshman tennis manager, provided the players with delicious orangeade and refreshed them for their long, wet drive home.

Campbell, Vasser, defeated Haskelt, B. M., 6-2, 64-66, 73; Hambina, Vasser, lost to Hardenberg, B. M., 6-3, 63-75; Boyden, Vasser, defeated Cofer, B. M., 6-3, 67-60; Endicott, Vasser, defeated Bowditch, B. M., 6-0, 66; Bridge and Boyden, Vasser, defeated Allen and Hambina, B. M., 6-4, 64-66.

Brym Mawr Fencers

Defeat New Yorkers

Thursday evening Brymaw Mawr defeated the New York Tennis Club, 5-4. Every point was closely contested, and the final score was decided until the last. The judges who were kind enough to officiate were Mr. Henry and Mr. Agnew, of the Sword Club, and Mr. Kibby, of the Penn A. C. The teams and scores were as follows:

NEW YORK TENNIS CLUB

Mrs. Harold Van Baskirt 3
Miss Maud Oakes 3
Miss A. M. Dunn 0

BRYN MAWR

Mrs. Betty Young 1
Miss Pauline Eagle 3
Miss Murray Watts 1

Note: There will be a fencing exhibition by some of the leading fencers of Philadelphia on Monday, May 11, at 6 o'clock in the gym. There will be bouts with each of the three weapons. Everyone is invited to attend.

Scotch Hockey Team Coming

Word has just been received by the United States Field Hockey Association that Scotland has accepted the invitation of the hockey team to send a team in this country. It is expected that the Scottish team will arrive about the middle of October, playing the East and North before taking part in the National Tournament which will be held in Chicago about the first of December.

The exact itinerary of the Scottish team will be arranged at the next meeting of the United States Field Hockey Association which will be held in Philadelphia on May 16.

The Scottish and American teams have met once before—at Dunedin in 1924, when the score was 6-3 in favor of Scotland.

Glee Club Presents 'Mikado' This Week

Continued from Page One

In-Hubert in all the singing musical centers. It was directed by very fa

—Wideworld Photo

Seniors Frolic on May Day

A short trip and a merry one...

A vacation abroad... and only three weeks (or less) away from home has now been made possible by the two fastest liners afloat and the fastest world cruiser...
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ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931 and to
1934 F. Thomsen, to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
FRENCH—Catherine F. Hoyt, A. B. to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
GERMAN—Ludwig Metzner, A. B. Duke
University 1929, M. A. Bryn Mawr, to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
GERMAN—Emil Metzner, A. B. Duke
University 1929, M. A. Bryn Mawr, to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
Law—Ray W. Wolf, A. B. College of the
M. A. degree at Ohio State University 1931, and to
ferred to Bryn Mawr College 1931.
MATH—Marcia M. Stover, A. B. to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
PHYSICS—John W. Meyer, A. B. to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
Psychology—Ruth A. Hutton, A. B. University of
30, M. A. to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
SOCIAL STUDIES—Robin H. Sleeper, A. B. to be
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.
SPANISH—Jane E. Marks, A. B. to be
ferred by the University of Washington 1931, and to
ferred by Bryn Mawr College 1931.

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS

The candy people want first
and why

Mary E. Stevens Scholar 1930-31.
Elizabeth S. Shippen Scholarship in Science, awarded for excellence in Science, to Gretchen Bright Mueller, of Chicago, III.
Elizabeth Shippen Scholarship in Foreign Languages, awarded for excellence in Foreign Languages, to Florence E. Tupper, of Watertown, New York. Prepared by Rossmore Hall, Greenwich, Connecticut. Average 86.89.
First George Bates Hopkins Memorial Scholarship in Music—Margaret Bratley, of Brookline, Mass. Average 85.19.
Amelia Richards Memorials Scholarship, awarded by the President—Elmo George Rones, of Rolleigh Park, New Jersey. Prepared for the Girls' Latin School, Philadelphia. Average 84.56.
James E. Eustis, Sophomore Scholar 1930-31. Average 86.46.
FRANCES MARION SIMPSON SCHOLARSHIP—Elizabeth Lut
day Harris, of Natchez, Pa. Prepared for Friends' School, Philadelphia. Average 85.56.
FRANCES MARION SIMPSON SCHOLARSHIP—Mary Jane Rogers, of Muncie, Ind. Prepared for the Johns Hopkins School for Girls. Average 75.12.
FIRST GEORGE BATES HOPKINS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP IN MUSIC—Margaret Bratley, of Brookline, Mass. Average 85.19.
Elizabeth Wilson White Memorial Scholarship awarded by the President—Edith Ad
Second Elizabeth Duane Giles Memorial Scholarship in American History, awarded each year on the recommendation of the faculty of the History Department, for excellence in American History, to Katherine Mc
tosh, of Nashville, Ind. Average 86.72.
Second Elizabeth Duane Giles Memorial Scholarship in Music, awarded each year on the recommendation of the faculty of the History Department, for excellence in music, to Katherine Mc
tosh, of Nashville, Ind. Average 86.72.
Activities of Summer School Are Described
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